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heat + waves
2014 is well and truly over, and the blanket of summer is
finally starting to lift.

Finally, I’m proud to announce that beginning with this
issue, One Page: Brisbane pays its contributors. It’s a
risky decision from a financial standpoint, but ethically,
it’s just the right thing to do. We’re excited to be able
to compensate artists, writers, photographers and poets
for their hard work.

As time marches on, I look back over the first year of
One Page: Brisbane. We started with nothing but a lot
of creative and editorial talent and a little bit of hope,
and ended up publishing sixteen magazine issues and an
ebook. I’m proud to have been a part of the endeavour,
and proud of my part in sharing the work of dozens of
emerging Brisbane writers, artists and poets.

Without writers, without artists, without readers –
without you - we would wither. We thank all those
who’ve supported us through our first year; all those
who bought issues, struggled with our app, attended
launch parties, and submitted stories, poetry and art.
We hope you stick around a while longer, and bring your
friends.

You’re reading this, so you already know about the
biggest changes to the magazine in 2015. First of all,
every issue is now free to read for everyone. We’re also
moving to a less regular format. Our goal is to release
an issue every two months. These changes allow us to
bring you more and better fiction, non-fiction and art
every issue.

Billy Burmester
Editor-in-Chief

contact us
web
www.onepagebrisbane.com.au
twitter
@onepagebrisbane
facebook
onepagebrisbane
instagram
@onepagebrisbane
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surf boat carnival
duncan richardson
A yellow helicopter threads
along the horizon.
Between races
Crews pound the beach
without theme music
there are no chariots of fire
only Übermensch.
		They pause
		discuss
		stretch
		lope on
		
almost running over kids
		and sandcastles
		
as if only the supremely fit
		are visible.
		
A giant inflatable beer can pulses
		
In the breeze
		
towers over the crowd
it too could ride the waves.
Three people perch on seats
raised over the last froth
of broken waves
like tennis umpires
on the last day
of Atlantis.
Flags are nowhere in sight
though swimmers dot the swell
sure of their magnetism
for rescuing muscle
		
		
but the foam and sand are whispering
		
‘Don’t be sure
			
don’t be so sure.’ s
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future beauty: don’t fade away
elise bianchi

People seem to think that Japan is far weirder than it
actually is. Or, they don’t nearly understand how weird
it is. Women don’t wear gothic lolita-style clothes to the
office, or walk around decked out in head-to-toe Hello Kitty
merchandise. In reality they have to stop bleaching their
hair when they start job-hunting, because having long,
straight, black hair means that you are traditional and will
toe the line. You’ll serve tea to the men in the office, then
quit as soon as you’re married to be a housewife with a
university degree that is packed away to gather dust.

GOMA’s Future Beauty exhibit won’t help you understand
Japan. It puts on display the weird, the ultra cool, the
haute-couture, and the unapproachable, and that’s fine.
For the first half of the exhibition I didn’t see anything that
I had ever seen someone in Japan actually wear, but that’s
high fashion. They were beautiful and alien, concealing the
body shapes of the display models like a mummy whose
wrappings have come loosened in time.
There were jewelled bodysuits, plastic foldaway pieces that
seemed nearly unwearable, and misshapen and bulbous
creations—parodies and subversions of clothing. They are
intended to play with the space of the body, concealing
and revealing unexpectedly, and they are successful at
this. Bubbles appear to spring up from under the clothes,
keeping them aloft in the strangest places.

But before that, there are crazy youthful days spent
finding their identity in a subculture. Mori, or forest,
girls wear creams, browns, and natural colours in long
flowing designs— all vintage, buttons, and earth. The
gyaru, a bastardisation of the English word girl, is blingy
and tanned, bleached and permed, mini-skirted, with
thick fake eyelashes and jewelled deco-nails that make it
near-impossible to type on her equally jewel-encrusted
phone. Lolita is well-known for its gothic and Victorian
sensibilities, where girls are polished like a perfect doll,
with lace borders, bows, petticoats, and bonnets.

The exhibition finishes with three display models in a
strange kind of camouflage, covered head to toe in print,
wearing a body suit of the same design, in front of a wall
of the same again. Just like the girls returning to their long
black hair to blend into the background, it’s hard to tell
where the clothes end and the person begins. The clothes
are everything: the background, the foreground, and the
person. Probably the personality too, as far as anyone can
tell at a glance. You either make a statement and stand
out, or you fade away into the background—tame and
unobjectionable. s

These styles are for the young, but if you want a job, you’d
be best to put that all away and get your natural black hair
back, put on a black suit, and ingratiate yourself into the
office life.
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stefan’s sky needle
alana brekelmans
When the heat draws like a funeral pall over your sweating
body when you toss, when you twist, when you turn your
stale bed-sheet into an origami straightjacket, when the 2
am breeze carries the scent of mangroves, jasmine flower,
and too-hot pavement to your Queenslander home, when
you feel that hostile energy, that listless discontentment,
that choking confusion rising within you, and think that
maybe nothing else is real except for the heat and the
night, then you know that have no other choice but to
walk.

was beautiful, and the fisherman thought you were
congratulating him. He’d smiled, nodded, kept taking
photos.
Stop. That’s what you’d meant to say, Stop. It’s in pain.
Please, you’d meant to plead, either set it free, or kill it
now.
You didn’t, of course. You’d said it was beautiful (which
you’ve always thought means the same thing, but the
fisherman wasn’t to know that). You’d kept on walking.
Now, hours later, you find yourself walking again. Now, the
shark follows you, rippling in the bitumen, rising up in your
throat, splashing fat shiny drops on your glasses so your
vision is skewed.

The moon is a sickle in the sky, and your footsteps echo
through the not-quite-empty streets. The skyline before
you bites into the clouds. You remember how when you
first moved to this city you never slept and you’d blamed it
on those clouds.

You round the bend and arrive at the place where everything
is happening, where all the young and beautiful twentysomethings, thirty-somethings, sixty-somethings are
drinking to either prove or forget something or other and
let one muggy today become another muggy tomorrow.
There are midweek horse-race winnings, and first-timeplaying gigs, trivia nights, and cocktail therapy. Pay days.
Yiros. Jazz music. Acoustic guitar. Christmas. Pizza. Buy a
big issue please miss. Jesus Christ I gotta work at eight in
the morning. All beneath the sealed lid of Brisbane Valley’s
orange firmament.

The sky’s all wrong here, you’d said in a long-distance phone
call. You felt that perhaps the world had turned upside
down and you’d somehow been left behind because you
could see glistening lights in the valley below, but nothing
in the sky above. Nothing, except for those clouds, ghostly,
aglow, always reflecting the city lights and pollution, caught
in the summer subsidence inversion.
You remember too, the sickening feeling you’d got when
you first saw the rainbow throb of the Stefan’s Skyneedle:
so obscure, so phallic, so purposeless, shooting up the
once-pure sky, injecting the crook of night. Someone once
told you that when the light at the needle’s point changed
colour it means a fresh supply of cocaine had reached
town. You’d laughed, but you’d thought then (and still
think now) that of all the urban legends and guide-book
tales about Brisbane this story makes the most sense.

You notice a homeless woman sitting on a bench near
the taxi rank. She has a face that’s dark and lined in a way
that reminds you of volcanic rocks at the sea front. She
wears a beanie and long-sleeved shirt. It’s got to be at least
thirty-eight degrees out. A man stretches across the bench
beside her, resting his head on her lap. Absent-mindedly,
she runs her fingers through his silvery hair. He stirs. She
lays a hand across his forehead and draws him in close to
her, ‘shhh, shhh,’ she whispers. She says something else
you can’t hear and the man grows still. All the while, her
eyes continue to stare out, vacantly, beyond the point
where you stand, down the street before her.

Three years on and you’ve grown used to it all: this city and
the skyline and the mirrored ceiling and the writhing glow
beneath. If anything, you’ve grown bored of it, now you
are part of it.
You pause on your walk. A street lamp flickers. A snatch
of late-night informercial pinballs between the rows of
houses. A dog barks. Broken glass glistens.

You note the flash, the glimmer, the silver sickle beneath
her long lashes.

That glisten reminds you of the shark you’d seen earlier
in the day. The shark had flashed silver in mid-summer
sunlight, its body flaying in the dry grass as the fisherman
took photos of it on his iPhone. You’d said the shark

You follow her gaze, out to where the skyline used to be. A
dark figure dominates the orange skyline, looming above
all the other buildings. You smile a half-hearted smile.
There’s no light on in the Stefan’s Skyneedle tonight. s
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hide and seek
monique sheldrake
Alena and Mother started walking when it was already
dark. Mother picked out a thin coat meant for short times
outside in warmer weather, but gave Alena her thick
coat to wear. The coat reached her shins and was made
of thick material, cross-hatched with dark blue and grey
thread. Large black buttons held the two halves of the coat
together. Mother fitted a pair of deep burgundy gloves
onto Alena’s hands, which she rubbed together instantly
after putting on. Her daughter’s lay at her sides, out at an
angle against the puffy coat. While Mother locked the door,
Alena held her hands up towards the night sky, watching
each puff of snow form and fall down from the infinite
black. She brought her hands back to her face and saw little
ice crystals forming on her gloves. She pushed her hands
together, crushing them into fine, chilly dust. Mother
wrapped a thick scarf around her neck, pushed a warm hat
onto her head, and wrapped a small scarf around her own
neck and mouth. Locking hands, they walked together.
Their cabin was nestled in a clearing within a very large
forest. The trees had grown sky-high by the time Alena’s
mother and father found the clearing and built the cabin.
Father is inside, sleeping. Mother didn’t wake him for the
walk; she had spent a lot of time looking at Alena playing
on the floor before deciding to go. Alena was surprised;
normally they didn’t go out and walk at night, especially
during heavy snowfall. Here they were, though, their path
lit by a tiny lamp in Mother’s hand.

throat, but shook it off when she was able to squeeze
Mother’s hand. The wind whistled between the trees and
flew up under Alena’s coat. The cold chilled her to the
bone, and the snow buried itself between her wool tights
and her boots, making the fabric sodden and unpleasant.
She was about to voice protest to Mother when they came
to a new clearing, empty but for trees and snow.
Mother’s hand withdrew from Alena’s grasp and she
turned to face her daughter. The snow swirled around her,
brilliant white against the black and dying green backdrop.
Alena looked back briefly and saw only darkness and trees.
Mother placed the lamp on the ground and gestured for
Alena to stand in front of her, in the middle of the clearing.
Mother cupped her daughter’s face in her hands and then
asked her to close her eyes. Alena questioned her, and she
responded first by redoing one of the large black buttons
on Alena’s coat.
‘We will play Hide and Seek. Then we will have dinner.’
Alena was surprised, but inside her heart pounded with
happiness. It had been a long time since she had anyone
to play Hide and Seek with, and food was scarce. After
being prompted again, she complied, eyes closed. She
felt Mother’s hands on her shoulders, spinning her back
and forth until she was teetering. She let a giggle slip out;
Mother was being silly. The hands moved away from her
shoulders.

Alena ran her hand over each tree on her right side, her
left hand held in Mother’s. She liked the way the fabric
on her gloves caught on the rough, damp bark and pulled
a little, as though the trees were trying to drag her back
home. Mother stared straight ahead, not bothering to
clear the soft powder from her face and neck. Surely she
would be cold, but Mother always made sure Alena was
properly dressed for the weather, and thus she was sure
her caretaker was taking care of herself too. The damp
from the trees had soaked through her glove, so she
pushed it inside her coat pocket for warmth. Alena noted
that her sack of smooth black stones were missing. Mother
and Father taught her to mark her tracks when she walked
in the forest, and even with her parents present, she still
made sure to do it. She felt the upset rise a little in her

‘Count to ten, then find me, if you can!’ she teased.
Alena laughed loudly. She heard shuffling sounds for a
moment, and then nothing. After counting to ten, she
looked around. Only a tiny light was flickering inside the
lamp, and their footprints were invisible. It was then that
she remembered seeing the sack of stones on Mother’s
bedside table, and how she had whispered to Father that
they could have some alone time tomorrow. The weight of
the situation tumbled down on Alena like a heap of fresh
snow off a tree branch. She sat close to the dying light,
yelling for Mother to return until the cold won the game of
Hide and Seek. s
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@yornats
1P:B interviews stan been

One Page: Brisbane uses Instagram to share some of our
distinctive images of Brisbane scenes and sites, and to
keep an eye on a diverse and eclectic range of local artists,
designers, and photographers. We admire and enjoy the
creative work that this powerfully simple––and simply
powerful––app gives us easy access to. It is one of the best
social pipelines for sharing photographs and artworks.

on the box, and sometimes I have to think about what to
comment. I try and do a posting every day. I post only one
a day every morning. I have always enjoyed the painted
signal boxes and, because of the ready availability of an
iPhone, I am able to photograph them as well.
‘There are many more boxes to photograph as the City
Council allows the painting over of them. I know that some
of those that I have photographed have been removed. I
am sure that there are many areas that I have not ventured
into where there are boxes I have not yet seen. A number
of boxes have been “tagged” and spoilt and thus I do not
photograph these. I know which ones I have photographed
and posted as I have a record in my phone and on my
Instagram account.’

One of our favourite local Instagrammers goes by the
handle @yornats. Since May 2014, Stan Been has provided
a systematic photographic survey of Brisbane’s painted
traffic signal boxes (TSBs). These are the otherwisegrey metal cabinets that you find adjacent to major
intersections, containing the control mechanisms that
regulate those critically important lights.
@yornats has posted more than 270 TSB artworks, and
attracted over 1000 followers. He regularly receives over
150 likes on his posts, and recently amassed over 300 on
one image––a 3D-style painting on a TSB on Main Street,
East Brisbane. One of the more interesting aspects of his
project––and of the TSB art project itself––is the vast
geographical spread of the artworks.

For more (general) information on the TSB art project, see:
www.abc.net.au/stateline/qld/content/2006/s2281194.
htm and www.urbansmartprojects.com/tsbs/ s

1P:B asked Stan to tell us more about his Instagram
achievements and ambitions.
‘I have been interested in them ever since the BCC initiated
this project. I believe Councillor David Hinchcliffe was
the instigator of it. If I spot a good box as I go about my
daily travels, I will stop and photograph it, think about a
suitable line, and post it when I have my coffee break. My
comments sometimes come to me the second I lay my eyes
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archives fine books
linda brucesmith

It seemed a logical question for the owner-managers of
Archives Fine Books, the musty-fusty Brisbane bookshop
reputed to have one of Australia’s largest collections of
rare, unusual and collectible books.

‘I told her the store wasn’t established until 1985. She
blushed at me,’ he says.
Today, the telephone continues to ring and callers continue
to greet and farewell Hamish as “Tony.”

‘Do you have a bookshop ghost?’ I ask Dawn Albinger,
after she has allowed me to run my fingers over Idyllia
trigintasex, a hand-stitched volume by the Greek author,
Theocritus. It dates from 1554 and has a price tag of $650.
Dawn smiles at her partner.

We stare at one another with delight for a moment
and resolve that henceforth, the bust of the handsome
gentleman in the equally handsome trilby on the front
counter will be called Tony.

‘You have to understand I’m a sceptic,’ says Hamish Alcorn,
and launches into a tale about the store’s having received
more than seven years’ worth of telephone calls for
someone called “Tony.”

Archives is magic. How could it not be?
It’s housed in the heritage-listed building on Charlotte
Street which was erected by John Mills in 1919 and still
features his exuberant business name – John Mills Himself
– embossed into its façade. The one million books which
the front sign says are housed inside are stacked in aisle
upon aisle of high shelves between creaking wooden
floors. The air is filled with the scent of old, much-handled
paper. There are brass chandeliers in the back room.
Neatly printed notices taped to beams straddling the
aisles remind patrons to beware of the ceiling fans when
climbing ladders to access books.

‘I answer the phone and say, “Hamish.” They finish the call
by saying, “Bye, Tony.” It happens again and again. There
has never been anyone associated with the store called
Tony. It’s never the same caller asking for Tony. Women,
men, kids all do it. They all say, “Tony”.’
Hamish says the Tony situation piqued his curiosity to
such an extent that it finally nudged him into buying the
business in 2008. When the calls continued, he consulted a
psychic. She told Hamish he had been on staff at the store
in a previous life, as “Tony,” more than fifty years ago.

On this particular day, stock included ancient history
books such as Livy’s Historarium, printed by the Elzivirs in
Amsterdam in 1679. It was priced at $1,500.
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delighted and bemused by unexpected treasures concealed
between the pages. There have been pressed flowers.
Tickets to long ago theatre productions. Photographs of
people and places named and dated in careful handwriting.
And there have been the letters.
‘We once had a book written by the owner of a new age
store in New Zealand who had built quite a reputation as
a psychic. The letter discussed it all very frankly. She was
telling a friend all she had ever done was “tell people what
they wanted to hear”,’ said Dawn.
There was also, she says, the woman who picked out a book
because she knew the author, only to find an inscription
written by her grandmother to her aunt inside the front
cover.
So many stories. Do Dawn and Hamish write? Dawn, a
performer and theatre maker ponders the question.
‘I haven’t yet,’ she says. ‘But one day, I’ll put everything
that’s happened here down on paper.’
The smallest book in the store was Oliver Goldsmith’s The
Vicar of Wakefield, where the complete text – a total of
584 minutely printed, gilt-edged pages bound in maroon
leather – was contained in an edition marginally bigger
than a matchbox. Hamish says the 1890s miniatures were
read by Victorians through magnifying glasses. The price
was $85.

And then, the phone rings.
‘Archives Fine Books,’ says Hamish, into the receiver.
‘Hamish speaking.’ s

Hamish’s favourite book was an early bible. It was printed
by Andreas Wechels in Frankfurt in 1597 in delicate ancient
Greek script, with intricately made title letters. After
centuries, the paper was still clean and bright and crisp.
‘Every time someone shows interest in this, my stomach
clenches at the thought it might go,’ says Hamish. Archives’
asking price was $1,750.
There was also a limited edition, hand bound book of
images by renowned Australian modernist photographer,
Max Dupain – number 17 of 110 copies – containing a
magnificent image of an orchid hand printed and signed by
Dupain, as well as 80 tipped in plates of Dupain images. The
complete, slip-cased presentation was priced at $2,950.
Dawn says that while the store stocks scarce books, first
editions, and Arthurian romances, it also attracts an
enthusiastic general reading clientele looking for science
fiction and fantasy, collectible literature, art, and militaria.
‘We buy in stock almost every day,’ she says and yes, there
have been occasions when they have been surprised,
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sweetwater poets
matthew wengert

I’m leaving the Lifeline Bookfest with slumped shoulders.
This happens every year, despite the best intentions. And
it’s not really my fault.

at Wavell Heights), and began with a plan to publish six
titles that could be bought singly or by subscription over
a year.

‘Fill a bag for $5. Three bags for $10.’

The back of each booklet has a numbered list (1-6), with
the poets’ names and edition titles. The first booklet––A
Honeycomb of Music by David Wood (1982)––was a printrun of 100, priced at $1.00 each. The second edition was
Moongalba Cycle, by Jan Turner-Jones, but the anticipated
third volume––Club Cricket, by Robert Handicott––did not
reach publication, and was replaced by S.T.O.P. at Every
Corner, by Peter Burton in a print-run of 150.

And, of course, it helps charity. And why should I have to
justify myself anyway? They’re books.
You’d be surprised how many books you can tetris into a
plastic shopping bag. Year after year, I come to browse for
obscurities and maybe to pick up a book or two… And I
leave loaded down (again), both physically by the weight
of the books, and by the guilty feeling that I’ve just gotten
away with something. My shoulders can carry the weight,
but my conscience is giving me curry.
In one of my bags, among a swag of classics and oddities,
are five poetry booklets, which I will later discover are
fragments of Brisbane’s literary landscape and history.
At home, while the coffee cools, I unbag my books and see
what I’ve scored. In a few minutes there are little stacks
of 50s and 60s paperbacks (that I collect for their cheesy
cover designs), and vintage Penguin Classics (that I collect
for their elegant cover designs), as well as a few more
serious tomes grabbed for actual reading. And there are
these five poetry booklets: four different volumes, and two
copies of one of them.
They form part of The Sweetwater Poets (White Series),
published in 1982–83. Each is a thin booklet––folded A4
paper, stapled, and around 20 pages––with a coloured thincard cover. Each cover is a hand-numbered, hand-signed
linocut print. The distinctive covers are individual limited
edition artworks. The series is edited and designed by Ross
Clark, published by the Sweetwater Poets’ Fellowship,
Hamilton (by the third edition the fellowship’s address was 11

The fourth edition was Colours of Camouflage, by Madonna
Staunton, with a cover designed by hers (as ‘Madge
Staunton’). She was recently the subject of an exhibition
at QAGOMA that called her ‘One of Queensland’s greatest
living artists, (who) has made a major contribution to
Australian modernism over the last five decades’. The fifth
edition was Daily Processional, by Stuart Cunningham, who
was then teaching at Griffith, but is currently an academic
at QUT (a Distinguished Professor no less) and Director of
the ARC Centre of Excellence for Creative Industries and
Excellence.
When I searched the catalogues of the State Library and
UQ, I found that the final sixth issue was Moonlight on
Pegasus, by Michael Reilly. I also found that there was
another ‘Blue’ series of Sweetwater Poetry published in
the 1990s, but it appears to have been only two titles.
The collector in me, the avaricious gatherer and grabber
of things, is now frustrated by the notion that the other
booklets were somewhere on the chaotic tables of the
Bookfest’s final day, and that if I had taken a few minutes
then to appreciate what I had found then I might have been
able to lay my hands on the full set of these interesting
poetry books from Brisbane’s post-punk early 80s. s

boxing day
duncan richardson
doves
curling morning
into the trees
wind
fluffing their feathers
for fun
diamonds of light
dancing
on palm fronds
crows
cawing the sun
from their throats s

g.i. joe
samuel landy
The other day I came across some of our old G.I. Joes. Some has dints and scratches
on them; some had playdoh covering their faces, some had limbs missing and some
had limbs glued back on. None of them had thumbs. Their thumbs had been snapped
off from my little brother and me jamming swords and knives or pistols and rifles
into their hands. When their thumbs snapped off we had to imagine the weapons in
their hands for them. They didn’t seem to mind though, they always acted like a good
soldier should and kept that blank face, plastic half smile no matter what they were put
through. Now my little brother is shipping out so before he leaves I give him our most
mended G.I. Joe. He wears an officer’s uniform, and has an eye patch covering his right
eye. His right arm doesn’t move at the shoulder because it had been snapped off and
dad had to glue it back together. It’s the same story for his left leg. His torso is fused to
his hips because one day we twisted him around on himself too far, eventually the thick
rubber band inside snapped and we gave him back to dad to fix. He came back whole,
but unable to move that bit less again. My little brother is leaving and all I can do is give
him this toy and say, don’t lose your thumbs bro. s
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amigurumi toyland
matthew wengert
The BrisAsia Festival ran from 6 February to 1 March 2015. Dance, food, films, food,
music, food, and the Amigurumi Toyland installation in Burnett Lane (opened Friday 13
February).
Amigurumi is a recent craft phenomenon that began in Japan. The term derives from
Japanese words for crocheted or knitted (ami) and stuffed doll (nuigurumi), and the
cuteness factor is off the scale. Burnett Lane came alive with hundreds of beautiful
woollen creations, including a wonderful assortment of tiny creatures and critters. s
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between two worlds
1P:B interviews jose da silva

1P:B is more than excited. We are chewing our favourite
gum that came back into style. We are drinking cup after
cup of strong black coffee. And we can’t stop whistling the
haunting melodies of Angelo Badalamenti.

[1P:B] What are some of the salient organisational
challenges to bringing an exhibition like this to Brisbane,
and how long does it take to coordinate and prepare?
[Jose] Every curatorial process involves balancing your
selection of works with the very practical issues of
negotiating loans and working within budget limitation for
freight and design. It’s a challenging process and with this
particular project, it’s required a lot of smart thinking and
being open to compromise. The biggest challenge is always
remaining true to the vision you have for an exhibition and
not allowing these constraints to undermine that vision
or more importantly, the integrity of the artist’s work for
which you are indebted.

Not only is Brisbane’s QAGOMA playing host to the David
Lynch exhibition––‘Between Two Worlds’ (14 March
to 7 June, 2015)––but curator Jose Da Silva has kindly
answered some of our questions about how the exhibition
was conceived and shaped.
[1P:B] When and how did the concept for the exhibition
take shape?
[Jose] I had the idea for this particular show while living in
San Francisco in mid-2013. However, it wasn’t until the very
beginning of 2014 that I developed a proposal that was sent
to David via his representing gallery in Los Angeles. David
was enthusiastic about the scope of the project and we
moved quickly to seize this rare opportunity to work with
him. The exhibition came out of a long-standing interest
in David’s work and a wish to utilise GOMA’s unique
combination of gallery and cinémathèque to present a
survey of his work across all media.

A project of this nature would normally be years in
development and it’s amazing to think that this exhibition
has come together in around 15 months. It’s meant many
late nights and rarely a weekend spare and wouldn’t have
been possible without this commitment and sacrifice from
everyone involved.
[1P:B] What factors do you think are at play in making this
such a popular event (as evidenced by the rapid selling
out of the tickets to the ‘In Conversation’ appearance)?

The exhibition development was aided enormously by a
studio visit in mid-2014 to work with David and his team
on the selection of works. David has a great team and they
provided me with access to five decades of work. It was in
this detailed process of reviewing his practice and seeing
works in person that the final exhibition took shape. I even
drew the basic design and placement of works on the flight
home. Back in Brisbane, I’ve worked with an incredible
team at the Gallery – a project manager, an exhibition
designer, an editor, a designer, a registrar and marketing
and business development staff – to bring this vision to
fruition.

[Jose] I think Australian audiences realise this is truly a
once in a life-time opportunity to see and hear from one
of the most innovative artists of our time. David will be
making his first ever visit to Australia for the opening and
his studio work has never been seen in Australia. We’re
extraordinarily lucky given he doesn’t travel frequently.
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The fact that David has been working as an artist for
almost five decades is a surprise to many and I think
there’s a genuine curiosity on behalf of the public who
are eager to learn more. And at the end of day, I think
audiences continue to resonate with David’s films and his
commitment to the potency of mysteries, especially those
that leave room to dream. s

kaylee kelly
paul righetti
I’m sitting with the driver girl
Who brought our bus to Delhi
And she tells me that she goes by
The name of Kaylee Kelly.
She used to oil the chair of death
In Pleasant Valley prison.
Although she did time in the ring
In two or three divisions.
Now over here to find herself
And lose a jilted warden
She’d love to get some Hindu flesh
And feed on it ‘till mornin’
Kaylee Kelly! Kaylee Kelly !
Pat my head and rub my belly
Kaylee Kelly ! Kaylee Kelly !
Meet me down a darkened alley
Her mother raised her on her own
And lowered her ambition.
So she arranged a union card
And worked the Seaman’s Mission.
But after twenty-one tattoos
And much incarceration
She agreed the time had come
To go and serve her nation.
Kaylee Kelly! Kaylee Kelly!
Way more cool than Fonzarelli
Kaylee Kelly! Kaylee Kelly!
You and me and aer’plane jelly
She’s wearing someone’s aftershave
That girl she met in Malta
And in the dim light of the bar
Her face looks like an altar
I pray that she has had her fill
Of charlatans and showmen
So when I close my door tonight
I may just leave it open!
Kaylee Kelly!Kaylee Kelly!
Dress me up in your red wellies
Kaylee Kelly!Kaylee Kelly!
Take me back to Pleasant Valley s
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propel
anna jacobson
That afternoon in the Brisbane heat
she jumped fully clothed
from the timber bridge
straight into water —
Splashed in the current and let
the cool seep into her bones
drag her down briefly —
Let the water
propel her from its muddy
lungs back into the land
of the living. s

secret business
anna jacobson
He asked her to drive
him to the station.
Wouldn’t say where
he was travelling.
They sat in the heat
of the car, air-con broken
windows jammed shut.
He switched on the radio,
fiddled with the dial, found
the frequency- filled the car
with voices. Any voices
but their own. s
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wild australia
matthew wengert interviews michael aird
The original concept was strange, the final outcome was
sad, and the entire story was surreal. The history behind it
is all too common and real, an exaggerated instance of the
racism that was so pervasive and typical in the 19th century.
‘Wild Australia’ was a short-lived commercial enterprise in
the early 1890s, which brought 27 Aboriginal men––and
a few wives and children––from northern Australia to
the southern capitals to present a spectacular theatrical
experience of the ‘native’ frontier to city audiences.

the fellow from Maryborough. And that’s why I think
the Northern Territory men were involved, because they
wanted the ‘real’ Aborigines from the remotest parts of
Australia, and they could market it as that.
We know [the show was] here, in St Lucia, for the three
months leading up to December [1892], and they had a
run of official performances for another month. Then off
on a boat to Sydney for one month, then on to Melbourne.
That’s when Meston went back to Queensland, because
the financial backers pulled out. He was back in Sydney
about four days after they landed in Melbourne, and that’s
when the public fighting between Meston and Purcell
started, and it got nasty between them. Purcell was a onethird partner––he does all of the work, and gets one third
of the money, was the arrangement. And there’s no doubt
that Purcell does all of the work. The fact is he stayed with
those guys, and got all 27 of them back to Sydney. I think
two of them stayed in Sydney, but he got all the rest on
a boat back north to Queensland. They arrived back in
Brisbane in July, so that’s getting on to 12 months. [Before
that] most of them had originally come to Brisbane by
boat, from Normanton to Thursday Island, then down the
coast to Brisbane.

The ambitious men who established the venture foresaw
a world tour, eventually arriving in Chicago for the
World’s Fair––the Columbian Exposition, in October 1893.
Advertisements promised ‘The Most Extraordinary Show
on Earth’, featuring ‘The Devil Dance!’, ‘The Murder in
the Spinifex’, and ‘On the War Track’. Admission to the
Brisbane shows was a shilling for adults and sixpence for
children, the latter who would receive both ‘Instruction
and Amusement’.
Following a short season of performances in Brisbane,
the show moved south, but the enterprising partnership
of Meston and Purcell split immediately after arriving in
Melbourne, and the two men eventually ended their
business relationship in court cases over financial conflicts
and defamation claims. The Aboriginal actors were
abandoned at the other end of the continent from their
own lands. All of the performers had individual and group
portraits taken in the studios of Charles Kerry, Henry King,
and John Lindt––photographers of the first rank in Sydney
and Melbourne. Each performer’s portrait is named, and
these immensely significant historical documents are all
displayed in the ‘Wild Australia’ exhibition.

s

s

When it ended, in Melbourne, their pay was just cut off?
There’s one reference to them sleeping in a horse stable for
three days and having no food, and one of the performers
actually goes to the police and complains about the
situation. But Purcell did his best to get them a few
performances, and he had to step in and be the orator––
that had been Meston’s role, to give lectures, obviously
very racist given what his idea of the truth was, as the guys
were doing their performances. It was a bit of song and
dance on the one hand, but he [Meston] had been trying
to frame it to be scientific. Then Purcell had to step in to
do the talking.

s

How did the show come together?
[Michael Aird] You’ve got to give the credit to [Archibald]
Meston, it was his idea. He was a real showman, an
entrepreneur, a wheeler and dealer. He was the ideas man.
He contracted Brabazon Purcell, who was by trade a stock
and station agent, a different form of wheeler and dealer,
but he obviously knew the remote parts of Queensland
well, so he went up north. Purcell’s the one who actually
gathered all these guys. Meston tries to claim credit for
travelling the state to look for them, but there’s no real
evidence of him getting any of these guys, except maybe

We don’t know how much luck he had, how many
performances he was able to get for them, but he had to
lobby the NSW government to get them back to Sydney.
New South Wales did put up a bit of money, just enough to
get them back eventually, and once they got back to Sydney
they did more performances and were photographed by
Henry King. Then the Queensland government finally came
through, and helped them to get back to Brisbane.
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What would have been the motivation behind these
photographers doing these portraits?

s

s

s

Even historians can occasionally look at old images and
old information, and temporarily forget that what they
are seeing was once new––not only new, but ‘now’––
fresh, immediate, and novel. So it is important to have
the curatorial perspective of experts who can provide
the longer contemplative view of historical material, to
exhibition visitors whose access to that material is typically
brief.

You can see there is a very similar style, this is obviously
the latest trendy way to take photos of Aborigines. An
interesting thing, Henry King sent his photos of them over
to the World’s Fair in Chicago in 1893, where they were
supposed to be, and he won prizes for them. So it was
purely commercial.
They sold ‘Cabinet’ photos [prints mounted on stiff
cardboard, approx. 14x10cm]. I guess they just couldn’t
resist––you’ve got the ‘real’ Aborigines who’ve come
to town, of course you’re going to photograph them.
Photographers made their money from on-selling photos,
so that’s why I’m sure Charles Kerry didn’t take a break for
Christmas, he would have been photographing from the
day they arrived, so that he could hurry up and get the
photos produced and start marketing them.

The ‘Wild Australia’ exhibition at the UQ Anthopology
Museum (St. Lucia campus) opened 23 February, and runs
through 2015. It was initiated by Professor Paul Memmott,
and curated by Michael Aird and Mandana Mapar.
http://www.anthropologymuseum.uq.edu.au s
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sweat
nicole shepherd
A
drop
traces a line
down your cheek
bumps over stubble
and leaves at the
jawline
the sweat of one
joins another
as you slip between my thighs
my hands glide
over the muscles in your back
and we tune into the slick rhythms
of Brisbane in the summertime. s
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the easel
cameron trost
Ryan Mulcahy lived in a post-war Queenslander about
halfway along Eldritch Avenue, between the Pilgrim’s
Church and a café that was always closed. I often saw
him walking home with a picture frame tucked under his
right arm. I don’t know where he got them or what he was
doing with them, but they always looked a little worse for
wear, as though he had saved them from a rubbish bin or
snatched them up in exchange for some loose change at
a garage sale. I spoke to him whenever we crossed paths
and knew a little about him: never married, few but good
friends, living a quiet retirement. That was about the sum
of it though. Our passing encounters usually consisted of
small talk. He liked to comment on the weather, and was
always positive about it. He never complained.

Well, I could hardly refuse the dear old fellow’s invitation,
out of decency. I must admit I was damned curious too,
and rightly so as it turned out.

Yesterday afternoon, walking home from the bus stop, I
saw him arranging picture frames in the front garden.

I followed him, and the lawn, moist from a nocturnal
downpour, squelched underfoot.

‘What a scorcher of a day!’ I called over the chain fence. It
must have been over thirty-eight degrees.

The air was already heating up again. We were in for
another boiling hot day.

‘Glorious, isn’t it?’ Ryan chirped back from under his broad
straw hat. ‘This heat and humidity is worth enduring for
the sheer wonder of the January sunrise.’

‘Stand here,’ he instructed, pulling me under the
clothesline.

This morning, I knocked at his door at five o’clock precisely
and he answered immediately. He led me through his
house, a veritable wunderkammer, and out into the back
garden.
In the middle of the yard was a Hills Hoist clothesline from
which ten picture frames of different sizes hung. The entire
scene was still veiled in faint gloom, but the powerful
subtropical summer sun was already punching holes
through the branches of the surrounding trees.

‘What should I do?’ I asked, still not comprehending the
masterpiece I was about to behold. I just looked vacantly
at the picture frames, and saw straight through them.

‘Is that what you’re painting?’ I asked.
‘Painting?’ There was confusion in his voice. Then my
meaning dawned on him. ‘No, these frames are for a
greater artist than I could ever hope to be, young man.’

‘Just watch,’ he told me, ‘and admire the splendour of
Mother Nature.’
At minute later, the sun peered over the treetops and
hit me with all its force. At the very same moment, Ryan
pushed the clothesline and it began spinning around me,
slowly. It was then that I realised the picture frames were
not empty. Overnight, Mother Nature had worked her
wonder, and with the rising of the sun, she was putting
the spotlight on it. Each picture frame held an intricate
spider web, perfectly formed, and innumerable dewdrops
glittered on them like the finest of jewels. Turning slowly
around me, they danced in the sunlight. Effervescence
framed. It was the most spectacular work of art I had ever
seen.

‘Who’s that?’
‘Mother Nature. She is the true artist. I am but an easel.’
‘I don’t understand,’ I replied. I knew he was an odd old
chap, but now I had reason to question his sanity.
He walked over to the fence and looked me straight in the
eye, as though reading my poor judgement of him.
‘Can you come here tomorrow at five?’ he asked.
‘In the morning?’

I forced myself to look away, to glance at Ryan. He was
smiling broadly, but there was no pride on his face. As far
as he was concerned, he was merely an easel. s

‘Yes, of course. In time for dawn. I’ll make you a cup of
coffee or tea.’
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kombi
sharon smith
The Kombi was hot and noisy and on wet days smelled like
mouldy carpet and old leather. It was not retro or ironic or
subversive: it was just old. These days it would be called
mint or pistachio or some other delicious-yet-specific
shade, but this was when cars were simply green or blue or
red or yellow. It was green with squares of grey indicating
the surgical removal of rust by its loving owner.

But we could always hear it: the deafening rush of the
mountain river. The injuries were always worth the prize,
that first look at the crystal-clear pool. It was heaven. A
thick canopy of bush scrub blocked the sun and dropped
the temperature by ten degrees. Hatchback-sized boulders
sat in the water, forming platforms and bridges for playing.
Cicadas and birds sang, inviting, as the slower water
gurgled and the faster water roared.

On summer days the air was thick with humidity. Southern
migrants wilted and headed to the beach. Locals knew
better than to go to the hottest place in town. The beach
- where the sand was scalding, the scrawny palm trees
provided little shade and the water barely got below thirty
degrees – was no place to be in summer.

Many hours were lost in this playground, building dams,
skimming pebbles, having waterfall showers and riding
down the rapids. Care was taken to avoid the shadowy
water, potentially housing stonefish.
The water that had been kilometres-high in the mountains
only minutes before was icy. Every splash, dive bomb and
tentative step into the water was sharp and painfully cold.
But the kids had waited all week for this trip. This was their
Promised Land.

The sticky, sweaty kids piled into the Kombi and settled in
for the long drive. We were already in our togs, not wanting
to waste a moment upon our arrival at our secret paradise.
The excited conversation was much louder than the noise
coming from the engine.

As the sun went down the kids surrendered one by one to
their chattering teeth. Wrapping their towels around their
shoulders they trudged back to the Kombi.

The Kombi turned off the highway onto a dirt track through
the cane farms. The German suspension was not built for
these roads, nor were the springed seats inside, so the van
slowed to a crawl.

Towelling themselves off and slipping dry clothes on over
damp swimmers the kids settled in for a long trip home.
There would be little talking this time, but lots of tired
smiles.

Winding around fields, over locomotive crossings and
through many ‘No Trespassing – Keep Out’ signs, our
journey came to an end at the base of the mountain range.
We had to walk the rest of the way.

The Kombi would make one stop as it approached
the town lighting up for the evening: to allow some
wet-haired kids a thirty cent cone in the freezing
air conditioning. Even with the sun behind the
mountains, it was hot inside the Kombi again. s

There was an art to it. The head-high grass was razor sharp
on the side and had stick-like spikes protruding from each
clump’s base. Each of us was dressed in no more than a
singlet, shorts, thongs and a towel worn as a cape. Most of
us emerged with cuts and other injuries.
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the one page team
Elise Bianchi is a full-time word person,
and likes to fill her spare time with
even more words. She would like to sit
the world down, pat everyone on the
head, and give them a warm cup of tea.

Teagan Kumsing is an aspiring editor
of words who has a Masters in Writing,
Editing, and Publishing. She enjoys
plain language and magnificent
organisation.

Megan Porter likes poetry, science
fiction, and learning new things, though
not necessarily in that order. She has
recently achieved a Master of Arts at
the University of Queensland, and now
tutors the next crop of aspiring writers.

Stephanie McLeay misspent her youth
and eyesight deep in a terrifyingly
indiscriminate range of books, and
now lays claim to a brain full of mostly
useless facts, entirely useless fiction,
and the full range of optic impairment.

Billy Burmester was born in Brisbane,
read books and played video games for
27 years, and then got his Masters in
writing and editing. He likes reading,
writing, burgers, the Internet, fixing
problems, and you.

Caitlin Morgan is an artful dabbler
who recently rounded off studies in
Psychology, Philosophy, Printmaking,
and Photography with a Masters in
Publishing.

Jane Etherton is an avid reader with
qualifications in Archaeology, Heritage
Management, Tourism, Education, and
Art History. Her love of the beach has
led to a research project on surf writing
for her Masters degree.

Matthew Wengert discovered early in
life that to be an astronaut required
too much maths and hard work, so
he slowly and begrudgingly turned his
attention to the history of ideas and the
images of history. He has an enduring
regard for the informative power of
words, but values stories above all else.
He actually and literally can’t make up
his mind about anything.

A prolific blogger, dreamer, and poet,
Dora Hawk observes and documents
the human condition. She collects
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
in between learning languages and
defending hip hop.
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future beauty
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brisbane telephone box artworks, artists from left
to right: evie willsteed, daniel worth+pen donovan,
michelle lepastrier+lisa corfield, guido van helten.
final image: assorted artists.

linda brucesmith

9-10

sourced by matthew wengert
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matthew wengert

13-14

david lynch+just loomis

15

images from the ‘between two worlds’ exhibition,
from left to right: ‘david dynch/arm of sores 2007/
lithograph on japanese bunko-shi paper/courtesy:
david lynch’, ‘david lynch in los angeles, august 2014/
photograph: just loomis’, ‘david dynch/airplane and
tower 2013/oil and mixed media on canvas/courtesy:
david lynch+kayne griffin corcoran’.

sourced by matthew wengert
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‘wild australia’ advertisements in the brisbane courier

matthew wengert

archives fine books
sweetwater poets cover print artworks, from left to
right: ‘a honeycomb of music’ by sylvana gardner,
‘daily processional’ by richard blundell, ‘S.T.O.P. at
every corner’ by david bligh, ‘colours of camouflage’
by madge staunton.
arigurumi toyland

cover image
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past issues

ISSUE 1

A sumptuous collection of stories,
essays, poetry and photography,
many with a darker side, fill One Page:
Brisbane’s debut issue. Includes a short
story by Charlotte Nash, an article
from the Curator of International Art
at the Queensland Art Gallery, David
Burnett, and a photo essay on arson at
the Albion Flour Mill.

Our bumper issue bulges with content
from a menagerie of emerging
Brisbane writers with diverse and
diverting themes such as bearded
women, tennis, and dating engineers.
It showcases local artists and has
an interview with Michael Hawker,
Associate Curator of Australian Art at
the Queensland Art Gallery.

ISSUE 4

Of all the dimensions to be inexorably
pushed through, time is one of the
better ones. The Time issue brings you
time-travelling robots and a profile of
Brisbane’s famous City Hall clock tower.
Also enjoy poetry, short stories, and an
interview with the head honchos of
the Brisbane Fringe Festival.
ISSUE 6

Glass: originally invented to allow
people to see out of houses, but quickly
banned when it became apparent it
also allowed people to see in. The
Glass issue looks at the Albion Glass
Factory and the Newstead Brewery
plus our usual hand-picked selection
of words and images from emerging
Brisbane creatives.

ISSUE 2/3

Tiny slips of cardboard which, by
general societal agreement, allow
access to places and things. In One
Page: Brisbane’s Tickets issue, you
can read an interview with music
photographer Matt Palmer, fiction
and poetry from emerging Brisbane
writers, and a short story about a dog
named Tickets.

It has been said Queenslanders love
to write about houses, but sometimes
they also like to step out of their back
doors and explore their backyards. The
Backyards issue features the beginning
of a luscious serial story from Linda
Brucesmith, as well as memoir, poetry,
and fiction written in and about
Brisbane’s backyards.

ISSUE 7

It’s almost easier to list what isn’t in
this issue than what is. It includes
30-odd pages of performance arts
from Brisbane’s most energetic and
enthusiastic
cultural
producers:
burlesque, comedy, drama, music,
photography, poetry... even a picnic.
SPECIAL: Brisbane Fringe Festival

We decided to cover three days of the
2014 Brisbane Writers Festival with
daily special issues on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday. We couldn’t cover
everything, but we came jolly close.
These issues have articles, photos,
reviews, and interviews.
SPECIALS: Brisbane Writers Festival

ISSUE 5

Our back issues are available on our website or through our iOS app. s
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